FALL GAMES BEGIN.

The first games of the season, in which the Juniors played the Sophomores in hockey and the Sophomores in soccer, took place on the soccer field. Saturday, October 21st, with the result of a double victory for the Juniors. A more perfect day for both games could not have been asked for, and a fair number of spectators turned out to cheer the players. This was the first time American football had been played on the soccer field has been tried here, and it was generally thought to be an innovation.

The line-up for the Junior-Senior hockey game was as follows:

Juniors
Seniors
H. Douglass... E. M. Kreykenbohm
H. Hallman... R. E. Roeber
I. Marin... t... J. Warner
H. Clay... t... H. Avery
D. S. Scher... B. K. Francke
C. Holmes... t... R. Clark
L. Engleston... t... W. H. McCormy
A. Hilker... F... J. LeWitt
J. (Junior) Keykenbohm
K. Shelton... t... E. Dickerson
G. Burnes... t... J. Bigelow

The same as a whole was remarkably pretty to watch. There was little bunching, and the positions were kept well. The team work which the Juniors displayed was especially to be praised. This was the result of the final coaching in the way the half-backs followed up the forwards.

On the senior team, the work of Warner as full-back and Avery as half-back, was one of the obstacles which the Juniors found hardest to overcome. Captain Bigelow put up a great fight but lacked the support of her forward line, which failed to keep up with her. Kreykenbohm, as goal, did his best work. The final score was 12 to 0.

The game was a good Junior forward line, particularly between Barnes and Seeley, and the back line, speedy and accurate. Much of the credit of the victory goes to Holmes, Marin and Captain Hubbell, who put up a brave defense. Needless to say the game between the Junior team and the winner of the Freshman-Sophomore game will be awaited with great expectation.

(Continued on page 2, column 2.)

COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP INCREASED.

A special meeting of the Student Council was held in the gymnasium Thursday, October 19th. An important amendment to the Constitution was made at this meeting. The President of the Dramatic Club is made a member of the Student Council. This increases the membership of the Council from twelve to thirteen.

Also, Julius Warner was chosen to represent Connecticut College at the Intercollegiate Student Conference, to be held at Randolph-Sl Xiacon College in Lynchburg, Virginia, November 22nd and 23rd.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

The News for October 20 was necessarily omitted, due to some beyond the control of the News staff.

STUDENTS REVEL IN FALL HOLIDAY.

Hurrah for Columbus Day—and how wonderful it was to have a real half-holiday for a surprise! Not only the novelty of a holiday in the middle of the week, but the fun of big plans—some distance (!) from the college. Even the weather was unusually fine. Those who went to Lantern Hill started out about 11.15, and after a procession of roller-terr'--trolley--hike, reached the camp where food—heaps of sandwiches, cake, ice-cream, and oooee—was ravenously devoured. Swimming, boating, and canoeing on Long Lake became necessities instead of hopes. Everyone assured herself as she wished until hunger again called the party back to—does it seem possible?—baked potatoes, fruit and all the rest.

The trip home was, for some, more exciting than the trip to the hill. Of course, missing the last trolley (for an hour) and hitting an extra two miles was a mere nothing. However, when the party reached the point where they could see the lights gleaming from "the college by the sea" everyone seemed to realize just how far she was, and what a wonderful picnic it had been.

HIKERS GO TO MILLER'S POND.

On Columbus Day the girls, under the guidance of Dr Lawrence, went out to Miller's Pond. It was a wonderful day—just cold and snappy enough to make fast walking a pleasure. The way led out through the woods, gay in their fall costume. When the party reached its destination, some of the girls played "Run, Sheep, Run," while the others baked potatoes, chow, cheese, bacon and eggs, and toasted cheese sandwiches. Blazing logs, later, as the whole party was walking wearily back along the state road, a big auto truck drove up and gave them all a ride home.

NOTICE.

Tickets for the concert by The New York Philharmonic Orchestra in the State Armory, Monday evening, November 2nd, will go on sale at Chaffey's Novelty on Friday, November 1st. The members wish to make it possible for any student member to purchase a ticket for any student to obtain them on the campus prior to the public sale. They are priced at $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, and $0.50, tax extra.

FREDERICK W. CHAIRMAN.

PRESIDENT MARSHALL AT BRYN MAWR.

On Saturday, October 10th, President Marshall represented Connecticut College at the dedication of Marlan E. Park, who succeeds Miss M. C. Holmes as President of Bryn Mawr College.

FRESHMEN APPROVE GYPSYF AND CIDER.

The last of the Freshmen parties was given by the Sophomores on Saturday night in the gymnasium. At eight o'clock the curtains parted to reveal a strange camp. Tents, corn-stalks, a fire, with a boiling kettle over it, and gypsy men and children busily sitting about it made the scene.

One of the tribe, Emily Warner, reported that she "came from near by Fair Haven, curious, in a soaking bath-robe, a sweat-shirt, to be used as a cloak, with a bit of a tuft and a bib, which he flings at the "braze." The other men, Olga Gemmett and Mary Hillibury, are greatly puzzled by the actions of a group of men in their circle, who are taking a new course in hazing. These peculiar individuals have their hair drawn back tightly from their faces and wear huge green bows. Many of them have squared off from the too frequent handling of water pitchers.

While the men are hazing, an old negro, Censtance Parker, enters. Under threat of being thrown from the camp, she does a regular club dance to the delight of the gypsies and the Juniors, who gypsy clothes came in rather coarse, stage-singing gypsy tunes.

The old toothless Romany hag, Margaret Ewing, enters and hobbes over to the fire. As the wrinkled queen elicits the steaming pot she sees prosperity and success for "24." Then she steals off to the Ronaldite head, when she was, besides, what a wonderful picnic it had been.

GERMAN CLUB REVIVES.

For the first time since the war, the German Verein held a meeting in New London, Monday evening, Miss Catherine Dodd was elected president, Miss Anna Bien, Vice-president, Miss Marion Sanford, Secretary, and Miss Arta Prater, Treasurer. The committee were likewise selected and consisted of the following members: The President and Secretary, as a committee of two to find the old charter or papers; the Program Committee, Miss Gladys Foster and Miss Mary Rand; the Drama Committee, Mrs. Wellingham; the Music Committee, Miss Minnie Kreykenbohm and Miss Anne Rossow; the Membership Committee, Miss Olive Brown and Miss Sara Jane Porter.

Plans were first started under the direction of Miss Kreykenbohm and Miss Rossow for the selection of a play and cast. The members have shown great interest, and applications for membership have been received even from some who are not taking any course, all indications point toward a successful, active club.

LARGE AUDIENCE HEARS MRS. MACDOWELL.

Musical Program Prefaced By Illustrated Lecture.

Mrs. Edward MacDowell, widow of the well-known American composer, was welcomed by a large audience at the second Convocation of the year on Tuesday afternoon. The gymnasium was filled to its capacity: the gallery being crowded, the center and side aisles lined with students. Many amongst the audience came from New London to greet their fellow towns-woman, for Mrs. MacDowell spent part of her childhood in New London.

Mrs. MacDowell prefaced her musical numbers by a short illustrated talk on the work of the MacDowell Memorial Association, and the Peterborough Papuoge. In the southern corner of New Hampshire is a colony founded by Edward MacDowell. For years past, students may find ideal conditions for creative work. Scattered about the five hundred acres of the MacDowell estate are numerous cottages, where each student spends his days, isolated among the trees, in the stillness of the woods. It was in these quiet woods that Edward MacDowell was born, and it was here that he carried on his life's work.

After her talk, Mrs. MacDowell in her charming "Wilhelmsburg" manner gave the following program, assisted by Mr. Robert Hamilton, harpist, and William Bauer, accompanist.

From a Log Cabin
From Sea Pieces. Op. 55
A, D, 1629
From Op. 55
To a Wedding March
From Woodland Sketches. Op. 51
Midsummer Lullabies
Mr. Hamilton
Tea Brunn
Mr. Hamilton

The feature of the party that drew most applause from the audience, was the performance of Sarah Crawford's unusual talent that from now on freshmen may appear in the college department uniform—kickers.

DEAN CROSS DISCUSS REDING NOVEL READING.

Professor Wilbur Cross, Dean of the Graduate School of Yale University, looks at Convocation, Tuesday afternoon, on "Some Experiences of a Novelist Reader." The reading, which took place in the Convocation Hall, was preceded by no study of Action at Yale, but since then the conclusion has been reached that a novel like this may be very dignified form of literature, and that much is lost in translation.

Dean Cross called the time of Dickens and Thackeray the most glorious part of novels, and the audience was left with the hope that the most wonderful piece of literature still to come is "Biemalous," and the remarkable reality of "March Wind," were particularly appealing.
FREE SPEECH.

[The Editors of the Yea do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions expressed in this column.]

Dear Editor:

When the "I" test was first announced I felt just a little inclined to do a test before: "What's the use of cramming? If I know it all, I may get a high mark, and if I don't, the world won't come to an end immediately." Prob- ably the one real uplift of the Sophomore was the disappointment to learn that at least one Freshman didn't study all night for the quiz.

I think the quiz was really very instructive and amusing, yet was there any special reason for acting one rather attractive girl about caller rules? Why did they ask so many of us about being "on par," when we have not as yet been there and most of us never will? It is unfortunate, because Junior year brings with it "disillusionment." It is our duty to give some one line of the Freshmen the proper voice to take those rules, and as for excuses, they are merely made when there is a far deeper significance than this.

It seems to be the attitude on the part of a few that if they can only "get away" without being caught, they are exceedingly clever, and much to be congrat- ulated. Some others feel that it "doesn't matter, anyway." Why? They will do the deed and bear the penalty, and all will be well. Others just "don't think."

But if Student Government is simply a kind of "inquisition" to which we keep a strict watch over its subjects, and pounces, as it were, upon offenders to punish them, then it may be done away with. However, sensible people know that "right" training rules are a far deeper significance than this. Penalties are merely necessary evils; they are unpalatable only because we are not in the habit. If there is to be Student Government, it must be respected, and if there are offenses, they must be punished.

If a girl breaks a Student Government rule, she is not merely breaking a rule, she is committing a far worse sin. She is offending against her honor, her self-respect, for she is acting directly contrary to rules which she herself is pledged to support. She is abusing a privilege which is indeed a privilege, one which all students do not enjoy and which one cannot afford to abuse. It matters not the size of the fault—as it is a fault. It is the spirit of the thing. It matters not if it is two minutes after ten or thirty minutes after—the offense is the same, the excuse is the same—there can be none. In our class work we are working on an account of "laws of memory," or because "we didn't think." Why should we be in regard to Student Government regulations?

No, to feel the "guiver" of Student Government, one considers this system of self-government as a privilege to be respected and not as a curse, or as an in- terference to the very letter. And if we cannot feel this privilege, why have Student Gov- ernment at all?

To the Editor:

Thank you, "24, whoever you may be! It is very unfortunate that until one becomes an en- dulged girl, she carries the picture of the "Senior"—that all caps are given, all too easily. It is unfortunate, because Junior year brings with it "disillusionment." It is our duty to give some one line of the Freshmen the proper voice to take those rules, and as for excuses, they are merely made when there is a far deeper significance than this.

THE YEHEMEN FLAME.

Quite justly it has been said that a great work of art must deal with a great theme. The "Yeheimen Flame" does deal with jealousy, surely an individual and unusual situation that its appeal must be limited. It is not a great book, but it is an excellent book. The writing is vivid, the pay- load is vivid. It is disquieting to see that the author has dwelt a little with the theme of jealousy. She is presenting the possibility of a happy relation between a woman of thirty-five and a boy of nineteen. All the value of her conclusion is spoiled by the fact that Eleanor, her woman, is not only her husband's senior, but very much his mental inferior. It is not her age which brings the break, but her stupidity.

Of all the talk of the doctrine loving theorets, of which the "Yeheimen Flame" is an example, the section which was most interesting. Because Maurice, instead of making three people frantically unhappy by accepting himself as a sacrifice on the altar of Christian principles, acts with intelligence and honesty, prompts him, I see no harm in the book.

I easily forgot one chapter of the first's force and the dramatic force of the last. The book is brilliantly done.

ONE GIRL.

There was once a Freshman—or maybe she was a Sophomore, or Junior or by a little bigger stretch of the imagination you might even make her a Senior—but whatever her class, she was lonely. You see she was just a little queer, different from the others in small ways. She was rather home- ly in the first place, but she really couldn't help that. Perhaps if she hadn't had such a low forehead she would have been more like the rest, but that is neither here nor there. She was different. She was shy. She didn't like to talk to anybody and when she did try she had quite a horrible time. Was it because she really didn't know how to talk or because they were impatient and taken up entirely with their own affairs and a little—un- intentionally—offensive? She just didn't know how to go about making friends and so she was lonely, and was plenty of people wanted her to know. The best way to make her was to look at her and be uninterested. She belonged to the far off elite which cannot be more regarded by the common, unrecognized herd. She could only look and wish—wish happily, humbly—for friends. Do you know her?
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ALUMNAE NOTES.
Every Alumna Owes a Threefold Debt.
I. Membership dues of two dollars payable annually, and $1 to the Camp-
us Secretary, Margaret Baxter.
II. To inscribe prompt delivery of your "Alumnae" to another college maximum of the Campus Secretary at once, of your own address.
III. A local chapter, wherever there are six or more graduates.

WHAT SOME ALUMNAE ARE DOING.
Helen Gough, 1913, is studying at the School of Dentistry of Columbia University.
The College is well represen-
ted among the faculty of the East Harford High School, Loomis, Margaret Maher, Ellen Carroll and Abbey Carley.
Ann Hustings, ex. 1921, is selling Muslin and Silk Underwear...it is the Middletown High School Library.
Winona Young, 1919, is with the Children's Aid Society of Hartford.
The College Tea House is now under the capable management of two 1929 Alumnae—Helene Gage and Dorotha Marvin.
Julie Hatch, 1913, is with the Connecticut State Children's Bureau at Middletown.

OUR SECOND GENERATION.
Nancy Mather Porrill arrived in Hartford on October 8th, much to the delight of 1919, and especially of her proud mother, Mrs. Lengchaw Porrill, better known as Alice Hastings.
William Phelps Allen, Jr., born in July, is the son of Mrs. William Phelps Allen, once Martha House.
The class baby of 1920 was born in July—a daughter, to Mrs. Louis Y. Gaborhan, formerly Dorah Schwartz, School of Social Work, Hartford, Conn.
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